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ABSTRACT

Arms control treaties, unilateral actions, and cooperative
activities — reflecting the defusing of East-West tensions — are
causing nuclear weapons to be disarmed and dismantled worldwide.
In order to provide for future reductions and to build confidence
in the permanency of this disarmament, verification procedures and
technologies would play an important role. This paper outlines
arms-control objectives, treaty organization, and actions that
could be undertaken. For the purposes of this Workshop on
Verification, nuclear disarmament has been divided into five
topical subareas: (1) Converting nuclear-weapons production
complexes, (2) Eliminating and monitoring nuclear-weapons delivery
systems, (3) Disabling and destroying nuclear warheads, (4)
Demilitarizing or non-military utilization of special nuclear
materials, and (5) Inhibiting nuclear arms in non-nuclear-weapons
states. This paper concludes with an overview of potential methods
for verification.

[*Dr. DeVolpi has been involved professionally and personally for
about 30 years in government and non-government activities
regarding arms control and verification. Although participation in
this Workshop was under the auspices of the arms-control office
(OPAC) of the U.S. Defense Nuclear Agency, this paper represents
the views of the author.]
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INTRODUCTION

To appreciate an overview of nuclear disarmament verification, the
perspective of current and projected treaties must be considered.
The purpose and relationship of five major subareas will then
become more understandable.

Under earlier national policies, some treaties were labeled
unverifiable in transparent political efforts to forestall progress
in arms control. Geopolitical and economic pressures have forced
changes in the circumstances, requirements, and rhetoric for
nuclear arms. Even so, examination of the current arms-control
agenda reveals that much can be done to improve national and world
stability through verified arms control.

Unfought wars have left their legacy for arms control. Well
over 50,000 nuclear weapons exist in five nations as an aftermath
of the Cold War. Figures 1 and 2 are illustrative. The first
shows a nuclear missile cone and a small nuclear bomb, with
Academician Yuri Trutnev, the chief scientist of the Russian
weapons laboratory Arzamas-16. The second shows the outer
container of the most devastating weapon ever built — a 150 Mt
aerial bomb, this picture taken with Boris Litvinov, chief weapons
designer at the Russian nuclear-weapon laboratory Chelyabinsk-70.
These photos also illustrate a positive message: that the secret
enterprises of the nuclear-weapons states are shedding their
original assignments and converting to new missions.

Over 2000 tonnes of weapon-grade fissile materials were
produced to make nuclear weapons; all of this material is still
around. This would constitute enough to assemble approximately
200,000 Hiroshima/Nagasaki fission weapons. Despite plans to
dismantle and dispose of warheads, the entire legacy is probably
not erasable.

The problems of safeguarding 2 million kg of weapons-grade
fissile material against diversion — and of discouraging other
nations from making their own inventories of nuclear weapons — are
far from being resolved. Self-denial, cooperation, and
conciliation will be important elements for future successful
nonproliferation policy. Sometimes long-term national interest is
better served by short-term restraint. It might require a new
policy mind-set or new leadership goals to bring about this
transformation.

The most overwhelming and divisive aspect of the past half
century has been the fear that nuclear weapons would again be used
— in anger, defense, mistake, or accident. This fear has brought
decades of sociological and political trauma, creating profound
internal and external dissension. An entirely new approach is
needed to heal these wounds and to move towards national security
that does not depend on the threat of nuclear war. Arms control



and verification are intended to help in the move toward a less
confrontational future.

During the period dominated by the rhetoric of "peace through
strength," nuclear and other weapons were amassed: But contemporary
ecological awareness makes elimination of these weapons and their
synthetic constituents difficult and expensive. This prospect was
not foreseen or was ignored by the governments that created this
heritage. The costly examples from 20th-century war preparations
should not be lost to modern arms control, which has at hand much
better procedural and technological tools. Nor should contemporary
arms control be mired in the aftermath of the Cold-War or the
politics of election. Many specific goals (Table 1) will aid in
shaping a world that is less dependent on political whimsy or
malevolence.

Table 1: Objectives for Arms Control and Verification

* Restructure strategic policy
* Redefine nuclear deterrence
* Revise deterrence strategy
* Invoke principle of matched reductions
* Emphasize primacy of economic considerations in disarmament
* Practice interim arms restraint
* Expand scope of arms-control to all weapons
* Reduce incentives for proliferation
* Empower sanctions
* Recognize environmental impact of dismantlement
* Insist on verification reciprocity

Arms control objectives need to be derived from reformulated
strategic policy and take into account changing attitudes about
verification, especially lawful obligations based on experience
gained in the last decade. Up to the early 1980s the Soviets were
particularly suspicious of foreign motivations for intrusive
verification, although they gradually shifted to the position that
trust is good -- but verification is better. The Reagan
Administration slogan became more succinctly "trust but verify."
Even the United Nations Commission experience with Iraq indicates
an essential and successful role for verification, albeit mandated
by international sanctions.

The 1986 Stockholm Document on conventional forces and the
1987 INF treaty on intermediate-range nuclear arms are viable
examples of some successes to which verification contributes:
deterrence of violations, corroboration of compliance,
clarification of suspicions, and rehabilitation of rapport.

What are some treaty negotiations that .require attention?
(Table 2 lists a few arrangements that coulcl be implemented).



Further (deep) cuts in nuclear arms can now be seriously
contemplated: A net mutual improvement in national security can
result from drastic multilateral reductions in strategic and
theater nuclear weapon- — going well beyond the intermediate and
strategic force treaties (INF, START) and the various unilateral
Presidential initiatives (START-II).

Table 2: Negotiable Arrangements to be Implemented

* Codify full-scale treaties into law.
* Diversify military force deployment.
* Improve nuclear command and control.
* Reduce nuclear-weapons accident risk.
* Prohibit attacks on nuclear facilities.
* Demonstrate compliance through legalized verification
* Broaden arms-control regimes
* Accelerate nuclear dismantlement
* Contemplate deep cuts in nuclear inventories
* Supplement verification with transparency
* Increase public worldwide thoroughfare

Contrary to the cavalier analysis of some who claim to
practice political "science", formal arms control with attendant
verification could provide an important impetus to continued peace
and security. More urgent than theoretical critique is the need to
carry out nuclear disarmament as irreversibly as possible.
Although supportive human willpower is essential, systematic and
verified arms control is a more promising mechanism.

VERIFICATION TOPICS

Verification that could assist mutually acceptable and lasting
nuclear disarmament can be considered in five topical areas.

1. Converting nuclear-weapons production complexes (including
governmental structures, national laboratories, and production
facilities)

The nuclear-weapons states have amassed huge and now burdensome
complexes that were used to develop and produce nuclear weapons.
This is particularly the case for the United States and Russia,
where efforts are underway to convert to non-military or other
defense activities. In the United States, the term being applied
by DOE is "reconfiguration". The first part of this conversion
requires reducing the scope of nuclear activity, then dismantling
facilities that don't need to be maintained, and finally cleaning
up the contamination that was created.



Nuclear-Materials Production. Ho longer is there a requirement to
produce nuclear materials to supply weapons. With the surplus of
fissile materials from already-planned warhead dismantlement,
weapons-grade production facilities in all countries can be closed
and monitored. The surplus materials need to be protected and
converted as soon as possible to forms that cause them to be
functionally useless for a resurgent nuclear buildup. In order to
encourage this conversion, reciprocity would be important. Other
nuclear reactors that are fueled with, or produce by-product
weapons-grade fissile materials, should be converted to reactor-
grade fuels and be subjected to safeguards.

Although the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has
been weak in monitoring undeclared special nuclear materials, it
can provide effective (full-scope) safeguards to monitor against
diversion of declared materials. Of importance would be the
establishment of a world-wide authority with detailed oversight for
fissile materials inventory, safeguards, and verification.

Nuclear-Weapons Testing. Nuclear-explosive testing by acknowledged
weapons states is becoming obsolescent and counter-productive to
their own interests in nonproliferation. Revised strategic
planning, taking into account force changes that reduce potential
hair-trigger retaliation, no longer justifies new weapon designs.
Public risk has already been significantly decreased as a result of
several prudent actions: the removal of nuclear weapons from alert
status, changing to more-stable missile-deployment doctrines,
reducing the number of deployed nuclear weapons, and retaining only
those with enhanced safety features. Returning residual nuclear
weapons to their home countries diminishes the need to maintain and
support a large and varied inventory of warheads and matched
delivery systems, Further steps in these directions would render
unnecessary the comparatively marginal safety improvements that
might be gained from additional nuclear testing. Precision-guided
conventional munitions have been demonstrably successful in the
Gulf War, obviating the value of "mininukes".

If a moratorium were not in effect between the U.S. and the
FSU, verification would be required for the Threshold Test San
Treaty and the Peaceful Nuclear Explosive Treaty.

Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban. The United States could reduce the
threat of nuclear proliferation by embracing a comprehensive test
ban. Some nations explicitly or implicitly justified their
abstention from the NPT because the superpowers had continued to
test. The current moratoria could be extended as the nuclear
powers close out this phase of the Cold War. During the U.S.
moratorium, Great Britain also would not be able to carry out
nuclear explosions at the Nevada test site.

Nuclear-Waste Cleanup. Among the more pervasive legacies of the
Cold War are operations and attendant costs that must be met for



safety improvement, occupational health, and environmental cleanup
at nuclear defense-program sites. At some locations, these are
potential environmental disasters. The weapons complexes of the
United States and the former Soviet Union should give high priority
to cleaning up their own pollution. This would help increase the
arms control contributions of these complexes. In order to carry
out safe and verifiable storage and dismantlement of nuclear
weapons, as well as the processing and disposal of nuclear
materials at qualified facilities, the capabilities of national
weapons-design and arms-control laboratories must be utilized.

Nuclear-Waste Policy. National policies for waste disposal —•
particularly but not limited to nuclear waste — must face up to
the need for dispassionate and uniform criteria and government
action. Haste-storage sites should not be held hostage to
ideological agendas or delaying tactics by local authorities. The
arms buildup resulted in hazardous byproducts that now are stored
at established production locations; these communities should not
be expected to suffer the consequences of indefinite storage under
makeshift conditions, when nation-wide decisions must be made to
safely and securely handle and dispose of all of these wastes.
Moreover, spent fuel produced by nuclear power plants and
radiopharmaceutical waste from the medical field are widespread
enough to warrant sober consideration of permanent waste disposal.

Nuclear-Weapons Production Complex. The governmental bureaucracies
created to produce nuclear weapons need to be scaled down to
contemporary conditions, converting operations to new missions,
while gradually reassigning and retiring weapons-related laboratory
and headquarters staffs.

2. Eliminating and monitoring nuclear-weapons delivery systems
(including silos, submarines, aircraft)

The global elimination of an entire class of nuclear-weapon
delivery systems was negotiated in the INF treaty, which has been
carried out with eminent success. START I calls for superpower
reductions of nuclear weapons from approximately the 10,000 level
to about 6000. START II would bring further reductions to nearly
3000. However, until matters are clarified between Ukraine and
Russia, strategic reductions are stalled except for the effects of
obsolescence and unilateral actions. Tactical weapons, numbering
in the lOs-of-thousands, are being withdrawn without treaties.
Residual systems will need to be monitored and verified. Likewise,
by limiting deployment of nuclear weapons to one per air-delivery
vehicle, a much more stable and abiding deterrent will result.

RV Counting Procedures and Methods. As a result of normal
maintenance, scheduled retirement, special repairs, and arms-
control limitations, there is a continuous flux of missiles into
and out of launch tubes (silos and submarines). Because of this
changeover, comprehensive verification of the number of RVs need



not take place while the missiles are within the relatively
inaccessible launch tubes. After they are removed from the tubes,
they could be more conveniently verified at the maintenance
facility, where neutron-interrogation equipment could be set up.
This process would rsduce the potential inaccuracy associated with
inspection in the tubes, as well as the operational inconveniences.
If necessary, a very small statistical sample of launch tubes could
be subjected to direct verification.

National Technical Means (NTM). Inasmuch as considerable resources
were invested in NTM during the Cold War, much can be done to
exploit existing capabilities to support the new climate of
transparency and verification. In the past, NTM was focused more
on politically significant evolutions; now it could concentrate on
militarily significant changes. By providing information that can
be shared, NTM could be more supportive to public and cooperative
verification.

Weapons Differentiation. NTM can identify the external features and
deployment of large, exposed weapons. However, one of the
limitations of NTM is its inability to directly differentiate
between dual-purpose warheads. For example, SLCMs can carry either
nuclear or conventional warheads, and in the future more of either
type might be loaded on submarines with strategic or tactical
missions. Iraq was found by ground inspection to have SCUDs with
conventional and chemical fills. Depleted uranium surplused from
nuclear enrichment is sometimes used in armor-piercing shells.
Although the INF treaty universally banned ground-launched cruise
missiles (GLCMs), these might make logical replacements for ICBMs.
Depending on the proposed treaty, it might be necessary to verify
the absence of some types of warheads when the external
configuration is ambiguous.

Orbiting International Satellites. Satellites, because of their
universal acceptance and timely coverage, continue to be important
contributors to world stability. Earth-orbiting space assets allow
nations to use their own technical means of monitoring for military
conditions and treaty compliance. Peacekeeping could benefit from
international satellites, augmented with desensitized information
shared from NTM.

Ballistic-Missile Defense. Despite the superficial appeal of
ballistic-missile defense technology, significant reduction in the
risk of unauthorized or accidental launches can be achieved by
reducing deployed offensive weapons and abiding closely to the
Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) treaty. The search for a nuclear
umbrella has proven to be expensive and unsuccessful. Before the
Strategic Defense Initiative was promulgated, the more modest goal
of treaty-compliant, cooperative research for a ground-based
limited ballistic-missile defense was widely supported.



ASAT Weapons. Verified prohibitions on anti-satellite (ASAT)
technology, including ground-, air-, and space-based missiles and
lasers can now be negotiated with nations eager to forestall the
deployment of space weapons. ABM and ASAT limitations can defuse
the costly and destabilizing competitive escalation of offensive
and defensive forces.

Weapons-Free Zones. Nuclear- and chemical-weapons-free zones have
proven their value in regional stability. Nuclear-free zones are
receiving increased attention in South America, the Mid-East, and
the South Pacific. Regional security umbrellas could be a larger
part of a peacekeeping incentive package, obviating the need for
exotic national-defense armaments.

3. Disabling and destroying nuclear warheads

No ratified treaty explicitly legitimizes the elimination of
nuclear warheads. START II would be the first. Ukraine is
actively verifying the dismantlement of weapons previously
withdrawn to Russia.

Sensitive Data. At the same time that nuclear materials might be
subject to verification scrutiny, critical nuclear-weapons design
data must be protected; this means that verification technologies
and procedures will have to avoid excessive intrusion. The
technologies and procedures for safeguarding sensitive data have
been developed at national and international laboratories. With
additional innovation, the highest assurances can be invoked.
Sensible relief from out-of-date provisions of national legislation
will also remove legalistic objections to verification of nuclear-
warhead dismantlement.

Verify Nuclear Dismantlement. Because fissile materials have
distinctive signatures when interrogated with neutron radiation, it
is possible to verify nuclear-warhead authenticity. And after
dismantlement, it is possible to confirm the disassembly of the
warheads, without disclosing meaningful design information.

Nuclear-Weapons Verification. One influential policymaker not so
long ago claimed that "The United States could not effectively
verify [in the FSU] the number of existing warheads or the amount
of special nuclear material currently on hand...." On that
pretext, the Bush Administration opposed a Congressional Amendment
to "seek an appropriate arrangement, including the use of
reciprocal inspections,...to monitor...the numbers of nuclear
stockpile weapons [and] the location and inventory of
facilities...capable of producing or processing significant
quantities of fissile materials." Nevertheless, to assure future
generations that all nuclear weapons have been accounted for and
eliminated, rigorous verification procedures need to be implemented
at the earliest possible stage.
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Tamper-Resistant Tag and Seal Technology. Arms-control-developed
technology that can contribute to verification confidence with high
effectiveness and low relative cost is exemplified by unique item
identifiers: tamper-resistant markers, tags, seals, and
identification cards. These would provide ways of efficiently and
unambiguously keeping track of each allowed weapon. U.S. agencies
have sponsored the development of improved tags and seals for
national-security applications. Munitions, warhead containers,
delivery-vehicles, weapons carriers, or fissile-material drums
could be marked. By assigning a unique tamper-resistant
designation, each controlled item can be identified and accurately
counted.

4. Demilitarizing or non-military utilization of special nuclear
materials (fissionable and fusionable materials)

The large quantities of plutonium and uranium removed from weapons
create a special dilemma: the costs of irretrievable disposal
versus the economic benefits of reutilization in nuclear power.
Over 200 tonnes of weapons-grade plutonium and nearly 2000 tonnes
of highly enriched uranium have been produced by the acknowledged
weapons states.

Plutonium Demilitarization. Considerable misunderstanding exists
regarding the need and feasibility of plutonium demilitarization.
In the United States, regulatory conditions and vocal public
opposition impede recovery of the energy stored in weapons-grade
fissile materials. Yet, conversion of weapons materials into
nuclear-reactor fuel would result in transmutation (denaturing)
into materials that are not proliferation-prone — while generating
pollution-free electrical power. Of course, the reactors used for
this purpose should have design and engineered features that result
in inherently safe operation.

Contrary to some published misunderstandings, analysis
indicates that weapons-grade materials can be isotopically
denatured. Demilitarization would prevent reuse of existing
nuclear-warhead pit designs, which have had the benefits of years
of nuclear testing. Although, non-nuclear-weapons states might, in
principle, be able to make fission explosives out of reactor-grade
or other diminished plutonium, these would not be military-quality
weapons; all dozen or so states known to have made or attempted
weapons have been more sensible, directly producing weapons-grade
uranium or plutonium.

Uranium Sales and Blending. Five-hundred or more tonnes of weapons-
grade uranium are being purchased from the FSU for several billions
of dollars. It will blended down to low enrichment mixtures and
then transported to the United States and any other legitimate
buyers for use in power reactors. The 412 power reactors in the



world consume approximately 120 tonnes/yr of fissile material in
producing 328 GW of electricity.

5. Inhibiting nuclear arms in non-nuclear-weapons states

After the superpower nuclear-arms race was discontinued, pent up
pressure to forestall proliferation has emerged, particularly as a
result of events in Iraq, Pakistan, South Africa, and North Korea.
Posturing for the 1995 NPT Extension Conference is already taking
place. The biggest challenges to renewal are the pressure to
continue some testing of nuclear weapons and the resistance of the
nuclear-weapons states to ease other asymmetrical provisions.

Multilateral Nonproliferation Measures. With nuclear confrontation
receding, and with the growing potential for increased collabora-
tion among nuclear-weapons states, the existing multilateral
program can be strengthened with incentives and disincentives for
nonproliferation and export control. Self-restraint is one of the
foremost conditions for nonproliferation success. Selling weapons
and sensitive equipment overseas has sometimes turned out to be
more costly than expected in the long run.

IAEA Challenge Inspections. Improvements in IAEA safeguards and
inspections are clearly warranted. Not only should the special-
inspection process be implemented, but the need for member-state-
initiated challenge inspections must be considered. Such challenge
inspections could be controlled by formal — but rapid —
procedures and limited by a quota. The jurisdictional range of the
inspections might also have to be broadened to avoid the exclusion
of some facilities.

Nuclear-Material Threshold Sensitivity. Not only is the geographic
rench of IAEA inspection due for broadening, but the intensity or
scope might have to be expanded to be more comprehensive within
facilities and to have greater sensitivity to fissile substances.
The "significant quantity" of nuclear material could be reduced to
perhaps half of its current threshold.

Monproliteration Norm. The nonproliferation norm needs to be
extended vertically, horizontally, and forward: Nuclear-weapons
states should place their own facilities and materials under
international safeguards to truncate vertical proliferation; NPT
holdouts must be added to the 150-fold membership to extend
horizontal nonproliferation; and the NPT needs to be strengthened
and carried forward into the next century. Technology and exports
that can foster proliferation of weapons, delivery systems, and
related infrastructure need to be mutually controlled and limited.

Export Controls. Neither the Non-Proliferation Treaty nor the
Chemical Weapons Convention specifically prohibits fabrication or
export of civilian equipment that might be usable for weapon
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production; nor are all militarily useful supplies banned or
controlled. Despite actions by supplier groups to develop lists of
"dual-use" items of commercial interest, potentially big loopholes
exist in the control of exports. For nuclear equipment,
supplementary agreements among suppliers attempt to manage their
distribution. Although small-scale process equipment and materials
are difficult to control effectively, they might require more
stringent export regulation and reporting.

Controlling the Civil-Reactor Fuel Cycle. There are over 400 power
reactors worldwide with attendant fuel cycle facilities. Although
the power-fuel form is not suitable for military-quality weapons,
the control, accounting, and safeguards of materials need to be
maintained. In addition, there are many other reactor types, used
for propulsion, isotopes, research, and testing. The latter are
being systematically converted to low-enrichment fuels. Fast
reactors would not provide access to fissile-explosive quality
material if vulnerable stages of their fuel cycle were contained
within well-safeguarded compounds.

DISCUSSION

To promote arms control and nonproliferation, an ambitious program
is ahead. This program will require various verification tools, a
few of which are identified in Table 3. Some of these are
procedural and some are aided by technology.

Table 3; Technologies and Procedures to Support Verification

* Boost cooperative verification
* Collaborate with FSU weapons scientists
* Develop and demonstrate verification technologies
* Consolidate verification data
* Maintain joint consultation
* Respond to noncompliance
* Systematize access delay for inspections
* Minimize access refusal
* Simplify verification procedures
* Strengthen United Nations Organization
* Support international verification
* Arrange transparency measures
* Encourage whistleblowing
* Make facility documents available during inspections

To further the contemporary arms-control agenda, several important
actions can be identified:

Support International Organizations. In order to participate within
and improve the new world order, financial assessments will have to
be remitted more consistently to international organizations,
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especially to the United Nations and the IAEA. Some nations/
including the U.S., are still in arrears for assessed dues, failing
to provide financial support on a timely basis; and some have
selectively taken exception to actions when their interests were
overruled by the world community. Although the U.H. lacks
personnel, equipment, mobility, and structure to meet the
burgeoning regional demands of a tension-ridden world, it must play
an increasingly important role in peacekeeping and peacemaking.
The IAEA will require more technical and financial support to
expand its safeguards and possibly to monitor stockpiles of weapons
and reactor plutoniura.

Assist Ukrainian Ratification of the NPT. Russian Federation
nuclear-arms policy and strategy depends strongly on the presence
or absence of nuclear-weapons-states on its borders. Entry-into-
force of the START-I treaty will depend particularly on Ukraine
becoming a party to the NPT as a non-nuclear-weapons state.. The
safe and functional upkeep of nuclear weapons is a heavy burden to
a new market economy. Ukraine might require security assurances
and other support to blunt internal pressures to retain nuclear
weapons now on its soil.

Implement Convincing Verification. In the past decade or so,
semantic ploys were used to dilute the rigorousness of
verification: Terms like "adequate" or "effective" gained currency
to reflect policy positions. Various "confidence-building" and
"cooperative verification" measures, while useful, are tokens of a
period when there was no other way to bring conflicting parties
together. Now that there is considerably improved rapport between
the U.S. and the former Soviet Union, convincing verification can
and should be implemented. Because of the risk of changes in this
harmony of goals, the opportunity should be promptly acted upon.

Organize Cost-effective Verification. Within the context of an
expanded agenda for arms-control, meaningful and abiding
verification should become a major objective. Some programs now in
place could be continued, some augmented, and others added. Cost-
effectiveness for arms control and verification should be based not
on budget politics, but on the objective of avoiding the expensive
self-perpetuating confrontations of the past.

Understand the Concept of Intrusiveness. Underlying much of the
procedural and technological basis for negotiated verification is
the concept of ini. rusiveness — that is, the view that inspections
and other forms oi verification have tradeoffs between information
collected and information disclosed. While intrusiveness
historically implies the potential for acquisition of sensitive
information that would jeopardize national security, it was
normally extended to include the granting of too much information
even if it is not national-security related. Intrusiveness was
often raised as a formidable obstacle to arms-control progress.
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Re-evaluate Sensitive-Information Standards. Pears of undue access
to secrets can prolong or scuttle negotiations. However, much
formerly sensitive information has already reached the public
domain.

In conclusion, arms control and verification are national-security
measures that are far less expensive than the costly anachronisms
budgeted during the Cold War to provide defense-through-strength.
The lessons of recent history suggest the importance of reinforcing
arms-limitation institutional mechanisms. At the same time, care
must be taken not to be herded into misplaced perspectives — for
example, emphasis on horizontal proliferation at the expense of
nuclear dismantlement. After all, there are more many tonnes of
high-quality plutonium and uranium still in weapons.

Thinking the unthinkable—the abolition of nuclear weapons—
might be reconsidered someday, even though it has long been
dismissed as impractical. Achieving deep and verifiable reductions
must happen first. Tracking down all existing nuclear weapons and
fissile materials subject to arms control is an essential prelude.
Keeping other nations from adopting nuclear strategies is
concurrently important. Developing the verification technology to
support a climate aimed at eliminating all nuclear weapons would
keep negotiations from being sidetracked from the more important
issues.

In order to fashion an new national-security, arms-control,
and international-peace rubric, a clear set of specific objectives
must be identified to accompany the basic philosophical goals.
These goals need to be translated into an array of formal treaties
and institutionalized actions.

Arms control and formal verification should not be pronounced
"dead" as institutional instruments. Rather than expiring, the
agenda is growing because Cold-War impediments have been removed.
Growing expectations are evidence of this revitalized agenda. Arms
control provides essential help towards cooperative international
approaches to the multitude of inherited mutual-security problems.

Transparency, unilateral steps, cooperative measures, and
token verification all should play a supportive, not a central
role; these non-enforceable measures must be recognized as
precisely the type of veneer that should not replace convincing
contractual verification. Moreover, transparency should transcend
government activities, recognizing that the public interest is
equated — not opposed — to the government interest.

Modern arms control also needs to be sustained by a
comprehensive international network, international collaboration,
effective sanctions, and public support. Nuclear dismantlement
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will require implementation of many specific procedural and
technological measures.

In the contemporary world, nations can improve their national
security and earn a leadership role by becoming active partners in
the collective security of the community of nations.

####
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